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2012 STMS-USTA Conference
Presented by Connor Sport Court
Atlanta, Georgia, December 14-16th, 2012

This STMS North American Regional Conference was organized by
Mark Kovacs, PhD, USPTA and Neeru Jayanthi, M.D., USPTA, and held at
Life University outside of Atlanta Georgia in collaboration with the United
States Tennis Association (USTA). The conference had a tennis-specific set
up as well as innovative tennis medicine content with keynote presentations,
break out sessions, and on-court sessions. Thanks to Connor Sport Court, there were 2 court surfaces
that were laid down inside the Life University gymnasium for very real on court demonstrations. Some of
the participants (and even speakers) found some time to even play out some points and warm up with the
foam balls and rackets provided! This conference was also supported by Ortho Atlanta, a local orthopaedic group that serves as the official medical providers for the Atlanta ATP Championships as well as the
Australian Open Wildcard tournament. The International Tennis Performance Association (ITPA), was another key contributor, and they also helped to arrange an on court stroke technique evaluation for coaches
in conjunction with Georgia Professional Tennis Association (GPTA), and STMS one day prior to the main
STMS-USTA conference. Dr. Ben Kibler, Dr. Mark Kovacs, and myself provided an enthusiastic audience
of many local tennis professionals, coaches, and some medical providers some specific modifications of
strokes for junior elite players as well as adult players.
The STMS-USTA conference was held at Life University in Marietta, Georgia and was attended by
physical therapists, athletic trainers, physicians, chiropractors, tennis professionals, and fitness professionals throughout the country. Additionally, the USTA Pro Circuit Physical therapists and athletic trainers held
their annual meeting the day prior to the STMS-USTA conference. Dr. Kibler, founder and past president
of STMS opened the main STMS-USTA conference with a keynote presentation on “What are those tennis
players doing? An observational analysis of tennis motions.” He presented information
on methods to evaluate professional tennis player strokes on the WTA and ATP and
cited specific “nodes” where the player may be at risk for injury simply by observation.
On court sessions were done on the tennis court surfaces laid down by Conner Sport
Court on topics such as returning an injured player to tennis, and physical training of the

Breakout Session with Dr. Kibler

tennis player by Neeru Jayanthi, M.D. USPTA and Mark Kovacs, PhD, USPTA. Other small group break
out sessions involved decisions about steroid injections in tennis players by Dr. Joe Wilkes, an experienced orthopaedic surgeon from Ortho Atlanta, and a kinetic chain evaluation of the tennis player by
Dr. Kibler.
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At lunch time, Connor Sport Court discussed their safety goals with their new partnership with STMS,
and announced their support of a collaborative research grant with STMS that will begin in 2013. We were
lucky to have Dr. Brian Hainline give the keynote presentation “Positioning Youth Tennis for Success”
which is the title of his new book, and encourage us to allow for early introduction, but late specialization for
tennis. Dr. Hainline will be moving on from his position as Chief Medical Officer for the USTA to become
the inaugural Chief Medical Officer of the NCAA. The afternoon sessions then included a very practical
and informative on court session by Satoshi Ochi, head strength and conditioning from USTA. A research
session gave us insight on some of the latest research from our tennis medicine specialists and clinical
researchers in sports medicine. Dr. Kibler revealed that there can be acute glenohumeral internal rotation
deficits from serving in tennis. Dr. Jayanthi informed the audience that injured tennis players have much
more intense specialized training schedules, with also much more participation in only tennis versus
uninjured tennis players and uninjured players from all other sports. Dr. Michael Griesser described how
major league baseball pitchers from colder climates have better career longevity due to a relative rest
period during colder months. Finally, Dr. Stephan Esser gave information on training and tennis characteristics of adult recreational cohort and will be following them to determine relationship to future injury. The
day concluded with some controversial topics of heat by Dr. Hainline suggesting minimal evidence for IV
fluids and Dr. Walter Taylor who suggested following American Heart Association recommendations for no
widespread EKG testing for cardiovascular screening for young tennis players. Finally, Dr. Marc Safran
gave a very interesting perspective of how our current tournament structure may be appropriate for our
junior and elite players if the parents and players make good decisions about their health status and cumulative risks.
The final day opened with an excellent keynote presentation by past president,
Dr. Marc Safran on evolution of injuries and treatments in tennis players with today’s
modern game. A high energy on-court presentation on the development of a young tennis player and 10 and under tennis, with progression to elite junior tennis player training
was given by Oliver Stephens, PTR. This was followed by Mark Kovacs and his innovative on-court presentation on physical training and tennis specific movement patterns.

Mark Safran, MD Keynote Speaker

Kathleen Stroia, PT, ATC from the WTA gave many of the medical participants a practical instructional session on taping the high level tennis player. Case presentations on the fatigued tennis
player, evaluation of hip pain in tennis players, and the recognition and treatment of low back stress injuries in
young tennis players helped expand some medical differentials. Page Love, R.D. closed the conference with
a practical pre and most patch nutritional strategies talk to medical and tennis professionals in the audience.
She emphasized the critical need for carbohydrates before and in post match routines which tend to fall short
of recommendations. This conference introduced the STMS to many new members, and allowed for some
old members and new members to discuss how to incorporate tennis medicine and injury prevention or performance measures in their respective area.
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In The World of Tennis
My Tennis Predictions for 2013

Andy Murray was a Wimbledon finalist, Olympic gold
medalist and U.S. Open winner in 2012.
Erick W. Rasco/SI

By. Jon Wertheim at http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/tennis/

In anticipation of the new year, SI.com's writers are predicting the stories they think will define the sports landscape in 2013.
1.

All eyes will be on Rafael Nadal. You inevitably come to regret speculating about an athlete's health, so let's just say this: Nadal's
knees will play starring roles in the 2013 tennis narrative. He either will be beset by injury, causing more anxiety about his future and
inevitably more second-guessing about his scheduling/practice habits/career management; or, rested and repaired, he will resume
winning enriching the plot and perhaps even reviving talk that he could equal Roger Federer's record for Grand Slam titles. You
laugh? He has 11 right now, six behind his rival. And he doesn't turn 27 until June.

2.

Andy Murray will win another major. Having broken through the ATP's equivalent of the glass ceiling, there's no reason why he
can't remain in tennis' E-suite. Yes, one Slam does not a Federer make. But we always knew that this was as much about self-belief as
it was about ability. In the last three big-ticket events (Wimbledon, the London Olympics and the U.S. Open), Murray has gone 19-1.
And now that he is unburdened -- tennis' equivalent of the Chicago Cubs' streak has been snapped -- he can swing away.

3.

The top American female not named Williams will be ... Sloane Stephens. The 19-year-old turned in a solid 2012 that included a
fourth-round appearance at the French Open. Already the youngest player in the top 40 (at No. 38), she can play on a variety of surfaces and from a variety if positions on the court. There are weaknesses in need of attention, but there's a lot to like here including @sloanetweets). And if you're in the market for another prospect, 17-year-old Madison Keys ought to be a top-50 player by year's
end.

4.

Serena Williams will win the Grand Slam -- and will still finish the year No. 2 in the WTA rankings. Only half kidding on both
counts. Over the past six months, there's little to suggest that Serena can be beaten at a Slam -- starting with the Australian Open, an
event she's won five times. If she can win in Paris -- clearly the most difficult major for her -- this could get very interesting. And
given the peculiarities of the ranking system and the premium it places on volume, it's always difficult for Williams to play her relatively light schedule and still ascend to the top spot. No matter how much winning occurs when she does play.

5.

Roger Federer will remain in the top five. Is he the Federer of 2006, who won majors as a matter of ritual? No. Is he still among the
best on the planet? Absolutely.

6.

Bernard Tomic will reverse his slide. After a fine 2011, Tomic was a work in regress in 2012, faltering on the tennis court and in
the court of public opinion. He was pulled over for driving his sports car at excessive speeds. He asked for his father to be removed from an event. He was involved in a brawl. He gave something other than his best effort at matches. (A nod to whomever
came up with the nickname "Tomic the Tank Engine.") But, as a wise man once said: "The best thing about freshmen is that they
become sophomores." Tomic doesn't turn 21 until October. He'll grow up.

7.

A lot could change in tennis in 2013. The U.S. Open final will get a new time—and, likely, a new television partner going forward.
One (or both) Tours could get new chief executives. Expect to see a few more events change sites. But don't be surprised if Venus
Williams is still around. Sure, Williams the elder turns 33 next year. But given her career management (which looks smarter each
year) the usual metrics go out the window. They always do.
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In The World of Tennis
8.

No one outside the Big Four will win a major. Nadal is the favorite in Paris, Federer is the favorite on grass. Djokovic and Murray
acquit themselves awfully well on hard courts. That will make life tough for players such as Juan Martin del Potro, Tomas Berdych,
Jo-Wilfried Tsonga and David Ferrer in their bid to win a major.

9.

Sam Querrey will be the top-ranked American by year's end. When Courtney Nguyen first mentioned it at the bottom of SI.com's
year-end ATP roundtable, we nodded and said, "That sounds about right." Andy Roddick is, of course, retired. Mardy Fish's health
status remains in doubt. John Isner had a mystifying year, beating Federer (on clay!) and Djokovic and then evaporating at the Slams.
Ryan Harrison didn't progress much in 2012. Brian Baker was a terrific story, but lost momentum after his inspiring spring. Querrey?
He is (gulp) 25 now, in the guts of his career. He is healthy, mature and coming off a fall in which he defeated Djokovic, Milos Raonic and Fernando Verdasco (twice) to finish No. 22, eight spots below Isner.

10. Tennis authorities will finally address the following with heft and true leadership:
a) the conflicts of interest that hinder the sport and stunt its growth.
b) runaway technology.
c) out-of-competition drug testing.
d) the "income gap" between the majors and the standard tour events.
e) the problematic television situation -- wait until the U.S Open men's final "double-bounces" among networks -- and diminishing
ratings.
Actually, we'd settle for progress on any one these issues. But as we head into the new year, we can emulate the players and dream
big, can't we?
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The STMS Board has provided for the first time, the organization of the highest educational event to a
Latin American country.
The Nixus Foundation and the Argentine Tennis Association will organize the XIIIº World Congress in
Buenos Aires from 21 to 23 February 2013, in conjunction with the "Argentine ATP Open Championship"
at the Buenos Aires Lawn Tennis Club. The congress will meet doctors, physiotherapists, and leading scientists
from around the world with the most renowned local professionals.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT:
Tennis Medicine has significantly evolved in the last years. This meeting is an excellent opportunity
to expand your scientific knowledge through a direct and close interaction with the most renowned
international specialists. Make your plans to visit Buenos Aires in summer, watch and play outdoor
tennis, and update your expertise in this field.

MEET THE EXPERT IN BUENOS AIRES 2013!
REGISTER ONLINE at http://www.stms-congress-2013.com.ar
Javier Maquirriain MD, PhD
President STMS
"MEETING OBJETIVES:
1) To present results of recent research in the field of sports medicine
2) To review in-depth selected areas of sports medicine while presenting the state of the art in several topics
3) To discuss specific difficult problems facing the tennis physician
4) To exchange ideas with experts and peers in sports medicine care.
5) To provide the opportunity to strengthen professional relationships
“The future is not what is going to happen;
the future is what we are going to do"“
Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986)
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Membership Benefits!!
Go to www.stms.nl and view our new rates!!
Joining STMS entitles you to receive educational information from leading Sports Medicine and Sport
Science professionals working with tennis players around the world, as well as access to unique membership benefits (below). Most of the scientific rationale for caring tennis players (i.e. clinical management, rehabilitation, training and prevention) in the last decade have been provided by STMS members!
We invite you to tour our website at www.stms.nl to view public access information.
What you get with STMS membership
 Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis

 Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)
 Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter
 Discounts to STMS meetings
 Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights
Subscription Rates:
 Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195

(After July 15th US $145)

 Physician & STMS Fellow (3 years) US $500
 PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $75

(After July 15th US $65)

 Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1year)** US $30

(After July 15th US $30)

** includes three online journals per year. subscription of four online STMS email newsletters,
discount to all STMS conferences and free online access to all published STMS journals.

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well
as large group memberships at membership@stms.nl!!!

